
                          PO Box 2132, Tucson, AZ 85702
                          (520) 955-9424
                          armoryparktucson.org 

January 26, 2013

City of Tucson, City Clerk’s Office
PO Box 27210
Tucson, AZ 85726-7210

RE:  Pending Liquor License application 07100484, Series 7, by Maracana Indoor Sports Arena, 555 E. 
18th St., Tucson, Arizona 85701

To whom it may concern:

I am writing you on behalf of the Armory Park Neighborhood Association (APNA) to protest the 
above referenced Liquor License.

On January 8, 2013, a notice for a pending liquor license at 555 E. 18th St., The Maracana Indoor Sports 
Arena, appeared on the outside of the building. Within days, the nine adjoining property owners petitioned 
this board to aid them in their protest of the liquor license. The vehemence and timeliness of their request 
placed their issue on the agenda of the APNA January 12, 2013 Strategic Planning Meeting. At that time, 
all board members and alternates present reviewed the case and made a unanimous decision to support 
their cause, although APNA has not formally weighed in on a liquor license request for over a decade. 
One of the board members who is charged with outreach in the south end of the neighborhood informed 
the APNA list-serve of that vote in his summary of the meeting, sent to all the neighborhood residents. It 
caused quite a “stir.” The question was asked if APNA truly represented the interests of the larger 
neighborhood in making that decision.

As president of the Neighborhood Association, I called the question and asked for input from the whole 
neighborhood so that APNA could be transparent in its representation of its constituents. To date, 73 
residents and members have contacted me directly. 57 are in agreement of APNA’s position to 
protest, 13 do not agree with the decision (including one alternate to the board who was not 
present at the meeting) and 3 people are undecided. It was an informal poll, but only individuals who 
actually named themselves and provided their address within Armory Park were counted. The results are 
not households--but specifically individuals. I would reasonably guess that 57 vs. 13 is a representational 
voice for the larger neighborhood of approximately 1200 households.

In an effort to be fair to all parties, APNA, and I, have made inquiries into the larger issues surrounding 
this case. I have met with the owner personally, as has our Ward VI Council Representative, and viewed 
the location on premises. We have met with several adjacent residents directly. We have also compiled a 
history of the many problems associated with this property since it became Maracana Indoor Sports 
Arena, and also, well before that time.

I intend in this letter to provide the background information that supports our assertions. The summary of 
our reasons will appear in Bold at the end in concluding arguments.

History:

Armory Park was largely developed between 1878 and 1910. It was the first suburban neighborhood that 
developed with specifically American influences, spurred by the arrival of the railroad in Tucson. Some 
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infill happened between 1910 and 1930, and the area was largely developed as a residential area. The 
accompanying aerial photo from 1924 shows this clearly. It also clearly shows that the residential area in 
question was fully developed by that date.

In the mid 1960’s, the policy of “Urban Renewal” took over, and the City of Tucson decided that this area 
should be redeveloped as an adjunct to the downtown Central Business corridor. Sweeping zoning 
changes, which few residents knew of or fought were made to the greater area, with plans for a cross-
through freeway (the Butterfield) right in the middle. The area that Maracana now occupies was rezoned 
industrial at that time. In addition the homes along Jacobus were rezoned as ”office”, although they have, 
to date, remained residential structures. Residents then mobilized,stopped the redevelopment effort, and 
then established the second oldest Federal Residential Historic District in the US, in 1974-1976. The 
COT later reinforced this protection by designating the area as a Historic Neighborhood Preservation 
Zone soon thereafter. The zoning became “H”, by a 60% vote of all residents and property owners, block 
by block, but the underlying zoning was not changed due to development interests, new laws, and the 
lack of political will.

In the late 1960’s and early 1970’s, historic residential areas now in the industrial zone were bulldozed to 
create lots for re-development, including the building that now houses Maracana Indoor Sports Arena.
Since its opening, it has largely remained a warehouse space, with a small office, few staff, and has 
maintained  normal 9-5 business hours. The immediate residents coped with the changes.

All that changed two years ago, when Maracana was granted a business license to operate a sports 
facility. The hours changed from 9am-5pm, M-F, to 5pm-2am, M-Sunday, and the traffic increased and the 
disturbances became legion.

To be fair, the owner, Mladen Kozak, worked with residents and APNA to minimize the problems. He has 
done what he can/should do legally, and we thank him for it. The problems have been somewhat 
minimized, but they do continue. Parking issues, loud late night gatherings outside the facilities, area 
litter, and possibly illegal drinking outside the facilities are apparent ongoing problems.

APNA does recognize that the owner, his staff, and most patrons have done what they can, within the 
current legal format to minimize the problems that exist. We look forward to ongoing discussions to work 
on recurrent problems. APNA is pro-local business that help bolster the strength of our community and 
supports other establishments within a block or two that have liquor licenses. We appreciate what Mladen 
has done for soccer in this community and for the youth, especially, that participate. We do support his 
larger goals.

The site, however, is unique in Tucson in that it is wholly inappropriate as a transitional zone property 
between residential and industrial zonings and uses. Its front door, and only reasonable, legal and safe 
entrance is 14 feet from the zoning change and literally only about 40 feet from the front doors of historic 
residences. Though the area is zoned “HO3, it is entirely residential. A few of the owners have owned and 
lived in their homes for 60+ years, and many others are approaching 30 years in their homes. And 
unfortunately, currently, for whatever reasons, 4 of the nine principle properties along Jacobus are now for 
sale.

APNA, since its inception, has supported the Armory Park Historic Preservation Zone. We do not take 
lightly the ramifications of inappropriate uses along our fragile frontiers. Land use regulations have and 
continue to place enormous stress on this section of the Armory Park Historic Preservation Zone since the 
“Urban Renewal” movement in the 1960’s. The board and the majority of the Association hope the City 
recognizes the importance of halting the encroachment on one of the City’s and Nation’s, greatest historic 
resources.

Please see the attached photographs to illustrate our points.

Illustration 1 is an aerial photograph of the area from 2010, showing the building and its close proximity to 
“contributing structures (homes) in the Armory Park HPZ. Please note the yellow dots are buildings that 
have already been demolished in the area largely due to the inappropriate zoning.



Illustration 2 is the 1924 aerial view of the area that clearly shows the historic homes as “prior use” and 
adjacent to undeveloped or residential uses.

Illustration 3 is a partial map of the Historic Preservation Zone boundaries, with the property in question 
designated in orange (my edit).

Illustration 4 is an overview of the zoning that exists, currently and since c. 1965 in the area.

Illustration 5 is a screen-shot from the COT historic preservation website, unusually denoting the HR3 and 
HO3 zoning in Armory Park as linked to the industrial zoning of the Industrial area by the same yellow 
outline. (The blue line is my edit.) Please note that no other NPZ in the area is so denoted.

Illustration 6 is a Google street view of Jacobus Avenue looking north from 18th Street. Please note the 
width of the street (20’), the entrance to the sports arena on the right, and the historic residences to the 
immediate west.

APNA wishes to emphasize our specific arguments to protest this liquor application:

A significant (and probably representative) majority of residents in the Armory Park Neighborhood 
protest this liquor application for the following reasons:

1.) Liquor and intoxicated patrons already are an ongoing problem causing noise, parking issues, 
traffic disturbances, littering, and public nuisance. Providing a liquor license will not alleviate the 
problems noted, but will very likely add to them.

2.) The building, because of its siting, zoning and actual architecture is inappropriate for the use it 
currently has, and will become, potentially more of a problem if a liquor license is granted. While 
its occupancy is approximately 150 patrons, its dedicated parking spaces amount to only about 
40. Despite this, Maracana has hosted events with many hundreds of people. It is immediately 
adjacent to an unsafe railroad line and crossing on its eastern flank, separating it from the rest of 
the industrial buildings/area and thus, making safe parking only available within the residential 
neighborhood, impacting residents.

3.) We reject the larger interests that wish to weaken our Neighborhood Preservation Zone at any 
of its boundaries in favor of unwanted redevelopment, infill, and unaffiliated private interests. We 
have already lost many contributing structures throughout the neighborhood since it became a 
NPZ. Almost 1/6th of all the current buildings within the NPZ are non-contributing. Adjacent 
redevelopment will make yet another block of Tucson’s historic residential zone un-useable for its 
intended purpose. A number of properties in the immediate are are already for sale, and we have 
heard directly from residents who wonder out loud if they should “move on” because the situation 
is becoming untenable to live there.

4.) The facility has been promoted as primarily a “youth oriented center”, since the beginning. 
Other businesses serving alcohol are immediately available within a block or two, in more 
appropriate, non-residential areas with better parking facilities. 

5.) We are very concerned that if a Type 7 license is granted to this facility now, future uses at the 
site that expand on that license may occur because of precedent. 

Some other facts need to be added to this letter to further qualify our protest.

We understand that this situation is entirely the problem of prior inappropriate zoning, and should be 
addressed as such, as opposed to a personal matter between neighbors. We recognize that Maracana 
Indoor Sports Arena was properly granted its business license because of the underlying zoning, and the 
laws that accompany such situations. We in no way wish to blame Mladen Kozak for trying to get this 
potential benefit to his business and do, sincerely, appreciate every effort he has made to try to 
accommodate the area residents’ concerns. 



There is only so much a business owner can do to control his clientele, however.

We also recognize that we have entered a process that has already been established, by process, 
precedent, and law that does not favor the rights of existing property owners. Residents within 300 feet 
were notified directly, as were neighborhood associations within one mile. But many others who may be 
significantly impacted were not. APNA , however, has an “adjacent interest” because our boundaries are 
14 feet from the front door. This letter perhaps may serve as the only one considered, that does actually 
represent the larger interests of a significant number of residents. We hope it is taken as such.

We understand that the COT Mayor and Council will next take up the matter for consideration. We hope 
they will look at the larger interests of the community in their deliberations, and also protest this license. 
But finally, it will be the Arizona Department of Liquor Licenses and Control, in Phoenix, who will have the 
final say. Unfortunately, that administrative body has a precedent of disregarding local interests’ in recent 
memory. We hope that, too, may change, with this case.

Please let me know if I may further answer any questions you may have, in your thoughtful consideration 
of this matter.

Thank you again for the opportunity to speak.

Sincerely,

John D. Burr, President, APNA

Cc: Councilman Steve Kozachik
3202 E. 1st Street
Tucson, AZ 85716

Cc: Arizona Department of Liquor Licenses and Control
800 W. Washington
5th Floor
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Cc: APNA
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